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Biomechanics of the locomotion of the C. elegans nematode worm

C.elegans is a popular animal model among biologists and introduced forty years ago in 
laboratories to provide a genetic model for the investigation of developmental biology. This 
millimeter-long worm has also recently attracted the attention of physicists since it also provides a 
unique opportunity to study the interplay between perception, proprioception and mechanical 
adaptation on locomotion (1).
We have developped in our laboratory a new platform to determine accurately the kinematic 
parameters of crawling worms on soft gels (2), using their electrotactic responses.  We propose to 
use this set-up to study :

– the muscular fatigue and effect of ageing on worm velocity;
– the influence of substrate rigidity; 
– the reaction times of worms repeatedly forced to change their crawling direction.

This study should also improved the mechanical description of the worm crawling motion that we 
introduced recently (3)  and will also benefit from the development in our laboratory of the live 
imaging of muscular contraction.
We are looking for  a graduate student (preferably with a physics background) to join our research 
group. This project involves an extensive use of optical microscopy, image processing, 
microfluidics techniques  but also requires  good abilities in modelisation and computer 
programming. 
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